Shining Sponsor Achiever
RECOGNITION AWARD
Shine Bright in your business by showing your true dedication
and commitment to spreading the Arbonne message.
Each month, one Independent Consultant, one District Manager, one Area Manager, one
Regional Vice President, and one National Vice President from Australia or New Zealand
will be recognised for sponsoring the highest number of new independent Consultants.
Shining Sponsor Achievers must sponsor a minimum of two new Independent Consultants with 750 PQV each in
their start month to qualify. All newly sponsored ICs must have at least 750 PQV in their start month to be counted
in this incentive for the sponsoring Consultant.

You will receive the following recognition:
★★ Recognised as a Shining Sponsor Achiever
★★ Personalised glass award
★★ Be featured in the AU/NZ Recognition Hall of Fame Bulletin
★★ Photofy template to share your achievement on your social media pages
FAQs
Q: How will it be determined if there is a level that has tied with the number of New
Independent Consultant signups?
A: In the event of a tiebreaker, the final level Achiever will be determined by their total PQV for
that month.
Q: If I have a Preferred Client who upgrades to Independent Consultant, will that count
as one of my new signups?
A: Yes. Preferred Clients who upgrade to Independent Consultants will be included into your
monthly count.
Q: How will I be notified if I am a Shining Sponsor Achiever and when can I expect my
personalised glass award?
A: The Arbonne AU/NZ Office will contact you by notifying and congratulating you on being a Shining
Sponsor Achiever. Because the glass award is personalised, please allow 2–3 weeks after being
contacted to receive your award.
DISCLAIMER: To receive prizes and recognition, each Independent Consultant must be active, qualified, and in compliance with their Arbonne Independent
Consultant Application and Agreement, Arbonne Policies & Procedures and Arbonne SuccessPlan. The company reserves the right to amend, change, or
modify the Shining Sponsor Recognition Award at its sole discretion.
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